
THE MASSAC THEATER:

LEVERAGING COMMUNITY SUPPORT AND  
IDENTIFYING NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUNDING

A McClure Playbook





INTRODUCTION

Nestled along the southern border of Illinois on 
the banks of the Ohio River, the town of Metropolis 
has become a road trip destination as the Home of 
Superman since 1972. Proving not all superheroes 
wear capes, Metropolis is also home to a dedicated 
group of volunteers who have worked diligently for 
the past ten years to save the historic 1937 Massac 
Theater, a 600+ seat Art Deco theater once on the 
verge of demolition. With a new roof, new electrical 
plans supported by a Delta Regional Authority (DRA) 
Placemaking grant, and a groundswell of public 
support, Save the Massac, the 501(c)3 driving the 
restoration effort, is well positioned to build upon 
that support and complete the fundraising needed 
to bring the Theater back to life. 

This playbook lays out key opportunities and ideas to 
consider as Save the Massac looks to complete the 
fundraising necessary for restoration. By reactivating 
this iconic space, Save the Massac will not only 
breathe new life into Metropolis but also create a 
catalyst for future development and reinvestment 
in the city at large.



THE CAMPAIGN

To reach the total amount of money needed for the 
project to be completed, Save the Massac should 
begin a capital campaign with two distinct phases. 
The first phase will consist of historic preservation tax 
credits, major gifts from both businesses & individuals, 
and potential federal and state grants and other 
tax credits. This phase will happen largely without 
publicity.

The second phase, a public-facing capital campaign, 
will leverage the enormous amount of community 
support for the Theater in order to drive a small-donor 
campaign to raise the necessary remaining funds. 
By beginning the second phase and announcing 
the campaign publicly with a significant amount 
of money already raised, Save the Massac will 
prove their goal is within reach, and encourage 
both new and returning donors to help close the 
gap, identifying a finish line for the campaign 
and building momentum towards that finish line.



HISTORIC TAX CREDITS

Based on the age and architectural detail of the Massac Theater, the project may be 
eligible for both state and federal Historic Tax Credits, which cumulatively can fund up 
to 45% of construction costs. We recommend working with a qualified preservation 
specialist to determine eligibility and prepare necessary applications for funding. 
The specialist can prepare reports, file for the National Register of Historic Places, and 
provide input on architectural renderings between Save the Massac and the Illinois 
State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO). 

NOTE:   In June 2018 the Illinois General Assembly passed SB3527, expanding 
the state Historic Tax Credit program to apply to buildings statewide. 

RECOMMENDED GROUP CONTACT: 
  MIICHAEL ALLEN, 

PRESERVATION RESEARCH OFFICE
 3407 S. JEFFERSON AVE #207
 ST. LOUIS, MO 63118 
 MICHAEL@PRESERVATIONRESEARCH.COM
 314-920-5680

NOTE:   Once credits have been granted, Save the Massac should engage 
City National Bank as the potential buyer of the tax credits. Working 
with a local institution may result in a greater payment on the dollar to 
sell the tax credits. On average, buyers pay 85 cents/dollar. 

OTHER SOURCES

NEW MARKET TAX CREDITS

The New Market Tax Credit (NMTC) program allows for Qualified Community 
Development Entities (CDEs) to invest in projects in qualified low-income census tracts, 
which includes Metropolis. As NMTCs are equity investments, it is important to consult 
a tax advisor for guidance on this method of financing. 

TO APPLY:   Should Save the Massac be interested in pursuing New Market Tax 
Credits, please reach out to McClure and we will consult on the process.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:
Federal Resources for Funding Sustainable 
Communities, Appendix A



MAJOR DONORS AND CORPORATE GIVING

Another important step in the silent phase of the capital campaign will be securing major gifts from identified 
individuals and businesses with ties to the theater or Metropolis. Building on the work Lisa Gower has already 
done with the Superfriends program and the community outreach through public events over the past several 
years, Lisa, the Board of Directors, and a newly-formed capital campaign committee should refocus their 
efforts on securing gifts through targeted asks and naming rights to specific elements of the building.

STEP 1:   CREATE CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 
COMMITTEE AND SELECT CHAIRS

WHO:  BOARD OF DIRECTORS

HOW:   Select up to 25 people to be part of 
this committee, including several existing 
board members serving both roles and 
acting as intermediaries. A strong cross 
section of the community of support is 
needed, including representatives of 
the business community, students, city 
officials, and supporters of the Massac 
located outside of Metropolis – ideally, 
at least a few who have connections in 
film and television or who participate in 
the Superman Days celebration. 

STEP 2:   AGREE ON CAMPAIGN GOAL

WHO:  COMMITTEE

HOW:   Once construction costs are finalized 
and tax credits are received, agree on 
the amount needed to fund the work. 
Create a roadmap of potential funders 
& amounts, such as the example below:

NOTE: BRIDGE LOANS

Short-term bridge loans provide an opportunity for 
projects to begin before all pledges have been 
received. This means that large gifts can be spread 
out over several years, reducing the initial “sticker 
shock” of a large donation. If, for example, a donor 
is interested in naming the event room, s/he could 
donate $10,000 annually for five years, with a 
bridge loan allowing for the entirety to be accessed 
immediately for construction costs. We recommend 
working with a local financial institution such as City 
National to secure a bridge loan with the pledges 
receivable as collateral. Be sure to include interest on 
the bridge loan in your overall fundraising amount.



THE CAPITAL CAMPAIGN

TOTAL $1,850,000

STATE HISTORIC TAX CREDITS (25%) 1,850,000*.25*.85 = $393,125

FEDERAL HISTORIC TAX CREDITS (20%) 1,850,000*.20*.85 = $314,500

NATIONAL GRANTS $200,000

THEATER NAMING RIGHTS $200,000

MARQUEE NAMING RIGHTS $200,000

BALCONY NAMING RIGHTS $50,000

EVENT ROOM NAMING RIGHTS $50,000

CONCESSIONS NAMING RIGHTS $40,000

10 PLEDGES OF $10,000 - $25,000 $150,000

10 PLEDGES OF $1,000 - $10,000 $50,000

100 PLEDGES OF $100 $10,000

USDA LOAN THROUGH THE CITY (if needed) $200,000

TOTAL $1,857,625

STEP 3:   LAUNCH CAPITAL CAMPAIGN

WHO:  COMMITTEE

HOW:   Begin silent phase of campaign, and raise at least 40% of overall goal. At that time, 
announce campaign to the public at a major event, such as the Superman Days celebration in 
2019. Announce several additional events for community members to get involved, including 
tours of the space once possible and events centered around future programming.

  Members of the committee should be expected to open doors to potential funders both in 
Metropolis & elsewhere, with asks coming from a core group of 2 to 3 people, but with 
assistance from the larger Committee.



CRAFTING YOUR MESSAGE

Through the relentless visionary work of the existing 
board and volunteers of Save the Massac, a general 
awareness of the campaign to save and restore the 
Theater exists in the greater community. With the start 
of a larger capital campaign comes an opportunity 
to turn awareness into engagement and, for those 
who have contributed in the past, re-engagement as 
the campaign draws to a close. By embarking on 
this capital campaign, the board and volunteers 
will provide a breath of life into a project which 
still finds remarkable community support but has 
not yet defined an end goal. 

When reaching out to donors of gifts both large and 
small, the Committee should speak of the campaign 
as if it is inevitable. The Committee must will it to 
happen. This is the feeling each Committee member 
should project while discussing the project in the 
community, with a goal of spreading that feeling 
around Metropolis and the larger community around 
the world who will support the project. 

Lisa Gower & other long-time volunteers of Save the 
Massac campaign have crafted powerful personal 
narratives related to the space, from memories of 
being shushed in the theater as a child and performing 
while in high school to the promise and potential of 
what is to come once the space is open. Committee 

members should be provided talking points about 
the theater and future programming; they should be 
encouraged to include their own narrative within 
those talking points. Additionally, the pitch can 
be tailored to different groups. For corporations, 
reinvestment in the Theater also equals reinvestment 
in downtown Metropolis, and this project plays a 
role in rejecting a narrative of losing jobs in favor of 
a narrative of reinvestment, revitalization, and acting 
as a hub for arts and culture in Southern Illinois.

For individuals, many potential donors have their 
own story tied to the Massac, which may differ from 
generation to generation – some may have specific 
memories tied to the space, and others may only 
see the potential knowing they never experienced 
the Massac as it “once was.” However, everyone 
will have some sort of connection, and re-building 
the Massac is, in many ways, rebuilding a point 
of pride in the community.

Looking to the future, the pitch should always include 
a summation of the types of programs planned for 
the space and, importantly, a clear explanation of 
how this will act as a space for all types of audiences 
in Southern Illinois, from school productions to 
Superman film festivals to concerts, weddings, and  
everything in between. Once open, the Massac 
will be a space for everyone in the community. 
The key in fundraising will be to articulate just how 
a potential donor will find their space at the Theater.



To build upon the existing strength of tourism and arts and culture in Metropolis, the Theater should whenever 
possible be linked to existing Superman events. This will acknowledge the reciprocal relationship between 
Superman activities and the Theater – the Theater will provide a new venue for Superman-related events 
both during festivals and during the rest of the year, while at the same time any Superman events or publicity 
provide an opportunity to garner support for and showcase the Theater. 

Consider using the annual Superman festival as a launching point for the capital campaign and as a 
potential audience of donors to the space.

SUPERMAN



By continuing to build out the Theater’s programming plan and budget during the capital campaign, Save 
the Massac will:

•  Identify new program partners and potentially new funding sources (for example, partnering with local 
schools may open doors to education-related humanities funding);

•  Create additional buy-in from new program partners, future program attendees & performers, and 
others in the community who, once they see programming that speaks to them, will be encouraged to 
help make the facility happen;

•  Build a more specific program plan, which will assist in grant applications and during donation requests;

•  And, importantly, help the community envision the Theater in action, spurring additional support and 
encouraging community members to help the campaign get across the finish line.

PROGRAMMING: PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE



Organizers should consider hosting informal public 
gatherings, either through open invitation or by 
meeting with existing groups such as Rotary Clubs, 
high schools, colleges, and other networks, at which 
audience members can share their ideas about future 
programming for the space. By asking questions 
such as “what type of arts and culture events are 
missing from this community?” and “what types of 
events have you seen elsewhere that you would like 
to see in Metropolis?” the organizers can continue 
to expand the programming calendar to best reflect 
the desires of the community. In addition, these types 
of informal gatherings often provide opportunity to 
find not only new ideas for programming but also 
potential organizers behind the programming, which 
in turn will help widen the circle of supporters and 
future patrons of the theater. 

For example, a meeting with local high school 
students may uncover an informal film club showing 
“cult movies” such as Rocky Horror Picture Show. By 
teaming up with this informal film club and moving 
the club to the Massac once open, this partnership 
could both expand the club and provide a regular 
event series at the Theater drawing in a crowd who 
may not otherwise attend. In addition, those who run 
the film club will work hard to market and promote 
the event, thereby creating more local champions of 
the space and taking the onus off Save the Massac 
to find an audience for that event.

By creating space in which new ideas are shared, 
the organizers can help audience members not only 
imagine the space as it will be once open but 
specifically imagine themselves in the space as it 
will be once open. This invitation will instill a sense 
of ownership across disparate demographics and 
interests, thereby rooting the Theater in the community 
as a whole and positioning the Theater as a hub for 
arts, culture, and community engagement in Southern 
Illinois.

What type of arts and culture 

events are missing from this 

community?

What types of events have you 

seen elsewhere that you would 

like to see in Metropolis?



ABOUT CREATIVE PLACEMAKING

Creative Placemaking is a people-centered approach to building strong, vibrant communities. It helps 
communities achieve economic and population growth through cultural and entrepreneurial amenities, 
concepts, and catalytic projects.

McClure’s goal is to learn your community’s needs, help address your challenges, and provide a 
comprehensive strategy, engaging our partners when and where their expertise is needed. We work 
with you to create the amenity, determine how to finance it, and then help identify the resources to 
build and operate it. 

Once a community is thriving and has the amenities that can attract and retain top talent, businesses 
relocate and/or expand, growing the local economy and enhancing quality of life.

The McClure placemaking team currently works to revitalize and reinvigorate communities in ten states, 
primarily in the Upper Midwest and Mississippi Delta regions. To date, the placemaking team has 
designed amenities such as cultural centers, breweries, restaurants, area-wide beautification strategies, 
professional incentive programs, theaters, makerspaces, co-working spaces, residency programs, and 
aquatic facilities, among others.

To learn more, visit mclureplacemaking.com



APPENDIX A: RESOURCES FOR FUNDING SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES












































